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Meeting called to order by Scott Lineberry via phone at 6:00pm on Sunday March 4th, 2018

Elite Committee Meeting Agenda

1. **International Coach and Athlete Assignments**

   Discussion regarding athlete assignments. Some athletes have been selected pending completing verification of routines up to the standard of selection, due to non-performance at Winter Classic.

   **Motion to accept the senior elite assignments for Pacific Rim Championships as presented.**
   - Motion: Alex
   - Second: Sergio
   - Vote: 3-0, Dmitri abstains and Patti Conner replaces Dmitri

   **Motion to accept the junior elite assignments for Pacific Rim Championships as presented.**
   - Motion: Sergio
   - Second: Alex
   - Vote: 3-0

   **Motion to name Scott Lineberry as the assistant coach for Pacific Rim Championships.**
   - Motion: Dmitri
   - Second: Alex
   - Vote: 3-0

   **Motion to accept the senior elite assignments for Italy World Cup as presented, and Dmitri Poliaroush as the assistant coach.**
   - Motion: Sergio
   - Second: Alex
• Vote: 3-0, Dmitri abstains and Scott Lineberry replaces him

Motion to accept the junior elite assignments for Aere Cup.
• Motion: Alex
• Second: Sergio
• Vote: 3-0

Motion to name Val Runtenelli and Logan Dooley as the assistant coaches for Aere Cup.
• Motion: Dmitri
• Second: Sergio
• Vote: 3-0

Meeting adjourned at 7:12 pm.

Meeting continued via email on March 6, 2018.

2. Judges Assignments

The 2018 judges plan was presented by the TC. April judging appointments were discussed.

Motion to appoint Tatiana Kovaleva as the judge for Italy World Cup and Aere Trampoline Cup, and Karl Heger as the judge for Pacific Rim Championships.
• Motion: Dmitri
• Second: Sergio
• Vote: 3-0

Meeting adjourned.